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ABSTRACT 

 

On the integer roots of a special class of prime degree polynomial equations 
          R.A.D.Piyadasa, Department of mathematics ,University of Kelaniya      

                              (Dedicated  to late professor C.R.Kulatilaka )                                         

Integer solutions of polynomial equations are very important in many respects [1]. However, 

solutions of general polynomial equations of degree five or bigger than five cannot be solved in 

radicals as well known. Even in case of a simple polynomial equation 028153  xbx , where  

1),3( b  , it may be difficult to discard the integer solutions without knowing the value of b . 

The theorem will be explained in the next section , is capable of discarding all integral solutions 

of this equation using only one condition 1),3( b . Also, it is useful to discard integer roots of a 

special class of prime degree polynomials as explained in this contribution. 

Theorem and its proof. 

0 pp cpbxx  has no integer solutions if 1),(),(  cpbp  , where cb,  are any non zero 

integers and p  is  any prime .The equation 2,0  mcbxpx pmp  has no integer solutions if 

)1(  pakc ,where ),(1),(),( cbcpbp  .Also, the equation 0 cpbxx p  has no 

integer roots if tpac mp   , 2m , where 1),(),(  pbpa . 
Lemma.1 

Let p be any odd prime and let a ,b  be any two non-zero integers  satisfying  1),(),(  pbpa . If 

)(mod0 pbas pp   , then 2   and )(mod0 1 pba .  In particular if 2p , then 

)(|2 223 ba  . 

Proof of Lemma.1 

babbaas pp  )(  

Due to Fermat‟s little theorem, )(| aap p   , )(| bbp p   and  since sp |  , it follows that  

)(mod0 pba  . 

Now, let p be any odd prime and  ,pp bas   ,tpba k  where   1, tp , and 1k . 

  ppk btpbs                                                                                                              (1) 
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since )(mod0 ps   , where 1),( xp  . Obviously )(mod0 pcr

p   and therefore  1 k  

since the term in the closed bracket is co-prime with p .Hence, 1k  and 2   since 1k . 

The proof is almost exactly the same for the case pp bas  .If 2p  , then )(|2 223 ba   since 

both a and b  are odd  and hence )2(mod0 ba  and one  of ,ba   ba   must be divisible l2 , 

1l  due to ),2(1),2( ba  . 

Lemma.2 

The real solutions of the polynomial equation  

                          02

2

1

1  

n

nnn axaxax                                                         (3)                                            

of x  and degree n  with  integral  coefficients naaa 21,  are integers or irrational numbers. 

Proof of this lemma is simple and we assume this lemma without proof. 

Proof of the theorem. 

Theorem of our interest is 

                                                      0 pp cpbxx                                                       (4) 

has no integer solutions.                             

By the Lemma.2, the equation has integer or irrational solutions. If this equation has an integer 

solution when 1),(),(  cpbp ,let it be lx   and 1),( lp     By substitution of this root in the 

equation, one obtains  

                                                      0 pblcl pp

                                                        (5) 

By the lemma  pp clp 2

 
, and therefore bp |  and this is a  contradiction  Therefore the 

equation has no integral root not divisible by p   .If it has an integer root which is divisible by p ,  

let 1),(,  kpkpx  . Then, we have 

 

                                               01   pppp cbkpkp 

                                                 (6) 

                                                                                                                                                       

This is again a contradiction since 1),( cp ,and hence the equation has no integer solutions for 

any  odd prime p . In case of 2p ,  1)),2(),2(  cb ,  and therefore both cb,  are odd. 

Therefore )(),( caca  are both even for any odd a and hence no any odd integer satisfies the 

equation since 1),2( b . It is clear that c in the equation (6) can be negative. 

Now, consider the equation  

                                   0 pmp cbxpx                                                                         (7) 
If 1),( pc , any integer root of this equation is also co-prime to p .Assume that an integer h  

satisfies the equation. Then 0 pmp cbhph .By Lemma.1, tpch m 1  for some t  and 

since h  should be a factor of pc  , h should be of the form pkh  ,where k is a factor of 

c .Therefore ipck mp 1  and tpkckk mp 1 .Hence , pdkc   for some d  since 

kk p   is divisible by p due to Fermat‟s little theorem. Also, k  is a factor of c  and therefore d  

is divisible by k .Therefore )1(  pakc  for some a  and if this condition is violated, that is, 
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if )1(  pakc  ,then  the equation has no integer root k . Last part of the theorem follows at once 

from the Lemma.1. 

 

 The equation 028153  xbx   , 1)3,( b   considered in the introduction of the paper can be 

written as  

                                  03115 33  xbx                                                                       (8) 

It is obvious that that any root x  of this equation can not be divisible by 3 since 1)1,3(  .If x  is 

not divisible by 3 , then 13 x  is divisible by 23  which contradicts 1),3( b .Hence the equation 

has no integer roots. 
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